Managing yourself & others

In today’s business environments, employees from different cultures are cooperating virtually and physically to reach common goals. This course provides you with all necessary tools to manage your teams effectively and to motivate your employees for greater success.

Managing yourself and others - 12th - 13th March 2019

- Assessing ones personality
- Motivating employees
- Managing teams effectively
- Culture and diversity

Top speakers

- Prof. Dr. Kerstin Alfes, ESCP Europe
- Prof. Dr. Véronique Tran, ESCP Europe

What our students said

- It helps to get the best out of the team
- Interesting open discussions
- Experienced teachers made the course interactive and captivating

Course location: iimt - University of Fribourg
Course fee: CHF 1'400.--
Course language: English
Registration: www.iimt.ch or iimt@unifr.ch